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Matroids are combinatorial bstractions of the linear hull operator; antimatroids, which are 
in a sense dual to them, are combinatorial bstractions of the convex hull operator. We prove 
that every antimatroid can be represented asa homomorphic image of a poset. We also prove 
a Ramsey-type r sult for antimatroids. 
1. Introduction 
Antimatroids have been introduced by Edelman [1] and Jamison [3]. They are in 
a certain sense 'dual '  to matroids. Matroids are combinatorial  bstractions of the 
linear hull operator in vector spaces, while antimatroids are combinatorial  bstrac- 
tions of the convex hull operator. In [6] we have shown that matroids and anti- 
matroids may be viewed as two, in a sense opposite, special classes of greedoids. 
We have studied circuits and convexity properties of them under the name of 
shelling structures. These were exactly the alternative precedence greedoids (APS- 
greedoids) as they were introduced in [5]. A. Bj6rner has pointed out to us the 
equivalence of antimatroids and APS-greedoids. In a recent interesting survey paper 
by Edelman and Jamison [21, the name of these structures has been changed again 
to convex geometries. For the purpose of this paper we will use the original name 
"ant imatro ids"  which from our point of view reflects many essential characteristics 
of these structures. 
In the next section we give some definitions and basic facts about antimatroids. 
Contrary to general greedoids, they can be characterized by circuit axioms. As a 
language, they can be characterized by a special exchange property and as an ac- 
cessible set system, by the fact that the set of feasible sets is closed under union. 
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In Section 3 we study homomorphic images of antimatroids. Matroids are closed 
under homomorphism, while, in general, greedoids are not. However, it is easy to 
prove that the homomorphic image of an antimatroid remains an antimatroid. 
Poset greedoids are in a sense the simplest antimatroids. We will show that every 
antimatroid can be generated from a poset greedoid by homomorphism. 
Section 4 gives a general Ramsey type theorem: In [6] we have generalized the 
Happy End Theorem of Erd6s and Szekeres to a special class of antimatroids. Here, 
we give a more general theorem which states that every large antimatroid has a large 
substructure which is homogeneous. 
2. Definitions and basic facts about antimatroids 
Matroids can be characterized as set systems (E, 7 )  on a finite ground set E, 
where .?c_ 2 F satisfies the following axioms. 
(M1) Oe .;'. 
(M2) XC Ye .>~- implies Xe  ,£ 
(M3) If X, Ye ~-and [X I>IYi ,  then there exists on xeX-  Ysuch that YUxe.~ 
One way of defining general greedoids is a direct relaxation of the above axioms. 
We call (E, .f) a greedoid if (M1) and (M3) hold. For other definitions of general 
greedoids, also via rank functions and closure operators and as languages we refer 
to previous papers [4], [5]. 
Another way of defining matroids is via a (linear) closure operator a:2e--*2 L, 
which satisfies the usual requirements of a closure: 
(c1) xc  a (x ) ,  
(c2) x c_ Y implies a(X) c_ a(Y), 
(C3) aa(X)  = a(X), 
and, in addition, the (symmetric) Steinitz-McLane xchange property: 
(SM) If y, zCa(X)  and zea(XUy)  then yea(XUz) .  
Let E be a finite ground set. If r:2E--)2 E is a closure operator which satisfies 
(Cl), (C2) and (C3) but also an antisymmetric version of the Steinitz-McLane 
exchange property: 
(ASM) If y, ze  r(X), yV:z, and ze  r(XUy) then y¢  r(XUz),  
then we will call r a convex hull operator. A set XC E is called convex if X= r(X). 
We define 
.7= { Y=E-X:X  convex} 
and we call (E, J )  an antimatroid. There are many equivalent ways to define anti- 
matroids. We will give some of them here without proofs. Detailed proofs can be 
found in [61. 
A greedoid (E, .~-) has the interval property if for all A,B, Ce  .7 with A ~ BE_ C 
and x e E -  C such that A LJx e .J and CUx e .;~ it follows that B Ux e .£ A greedoid 
with the interval property is called for short an interval greedoid. The interval 
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property without lower [upper] bounds holds if for all A, B e ..¢ with A c_ B [B c_ A] 
and x e E - B [x ~ E -  A] such that B t3 x ~ . i  it follows that ALI x e .£ Antimatroids 
are exactly greedoids with the interval property without upper bounds, while 
matroids are exactly greedoids with the interval property without lower bounds. 
A set system (E, . : )  is called accessible if for all Xc  .;'-with X¢ :0  there exists a 
xeX such that X-xe  .~ An accessible set system (E, . /)  is an antimatroid iff .~-is 
closed under union. 
We can also define antimatroids as languages. A language y over a finite ground 
set E (which is called an alphabet) is a collection of f inite sequences of distinct 
elements of  E. We call these sequences trings or words. The notation (E, ~') will 
be used for languages. (E, :/) is a hereditary language if ~' is non-empty and if 
XI. . .XkE :/ implies xl " "x ie  'J for l <_i<k. 
A hereditary language (E, ~/) 'is' an antimatroid if the following exchange 
property holds: 
(A) If xl ""xk e ~/, Yl ""Yje ~' and {xl . . . . .  xk} q: {Yl . . . . .  yj}, then there exists an i 
with 1 <_i<_k, such that Yl . . .y jx~e ~/, 
In [5] we have defined antimatroids as alternative precedence greedoids (APS- 
greedoids). This way of definition stems from scheduling theory, where the arrange- 
ments of  jobs under alternative precedence constraints define an APS-greedoid. 
Very often antimatroids are given or can be easily recognized in this way. 
For each e~E a set system of  alternative precedences HeC_2 E-e is given. We 
define 
~'= {xt..-x~.:for all l<_ i<k there is a set UeHx,  
such that Uc {xl . . . . .  x i - l}} ,  
(i.e., xg may occur if at least one 'alternative precedence set' occurs before x,). 
Then (E, _?) is an antimatroid. 
The most elementary (and in a sense fundamental) antimatroid is the poset 
greedoid. Let (E, _< ) be a finite poset. .Fconsists of all lower (order) ideals of  (E, _< ). 
It is easy to see that (E, ~-) is an antimatroid. For each eeE we have only one set 
of  alternative precedences, namely H e = {x e E : x < e} . 
Let T be a tree and E= V(T). Let '~={x~. . .xk :x  ~ is an endpoint of  the tree 
T-x l  . . . . .  xi i}. Then (E, ~') is an antimatroid which we call the shelling o f  a 
tree. 
In order to define circuits for antimatroids in an appropriate way we have to in- 
troduce a minor-producing operation: Let (E,.~-) be an antimatroid and Tc_E. 
Define 
.:: T= {A f )T :A  6 .F}.  
Then (T, ;'-: T) is called the trace of  (E, . i )  on T. This structure is again an anti- 
matroid. A set To:_ E is called f ree in the antimatroid (E, .:'-) if (T, . / :  T) is the free 
greedoid, i.e., .;'-: T=2 r. A set Cc_E is called a circuit if it is minimal non-free, i.e. 
it is not free but every proper subset of  it is free. 
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For each set A ~ . f  we define the set of  possible continuations 
F(A) = {x~E-  A :A t_Jx~ .~-}. 
It is easy to prove that for each antimatroid (E , . i )  and A e .~ /'(..4) is free. 
Conversely, let Tbe  a free set and A a maximal subset of  E -  T in  .~ Then T=F(A). 
Let (E, .;Q be an antimatroid and C a circuit in (E, .f).  Let A be a maximal subset 
of  E -  C of  .~ Then/"(A)  c:_ C and [C -  F(A) I = 1. We call the element o f  C - / - [A )  
the root of  C. 
For further results about circuits of  antimatroids we refer to [6]. There it was also 
proved that the set of  circuits with roots determines an antimatroid uniquely. An 
axiomatization of  antimatroids in terms of  their circuits was given by Dietrichs [7]. 
Finally, we call a set-system (E, .Y) normal if it has no dummies, i.e. if [,_J .;,-= E. If 
we delete the dummy elements of  an antimatroid, we obtain a normal antimatroid. 
Also note that dummies may be viewed as l-element circuits. 
3. Homomorphic images 
Let E be any finite set and .Yc_ 2 E. Let ~p :E~E '  be any surjective mapping. Then 
we define the homomorphic image of  the set-system (E, .7) under ~p as the set-system 
(E', .~-') where 
.;'-' = {~p(A):A ~ .f}. 
It is a well-known fact in matroid theory that every homomorphic  image of a 
matroid is again a matroid. This result does not extend to greedoids: Let (E, ~-) be 
the greedoid whose feasible sets are all ideals of  the poset in Figure 1 with at most 
three elements, and let ~0 identify b and c. 
~t e 
b d 
o 
Fig. I. 
Then X= {~p(a), ~0(b) = ¢p(c)} e .7', and Y= {~p(c),~p(d),~o(e)} ~ . i ' , but X cannot be 
augmented from Y. 
It is somewhat interesting however, that also antimatroids are closed under 
homomorphisms:  
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3.1. Proposition. Every homomorphic image of an antimatroid & again an anti- 
matroid. 
This assertion follows immediately from the two trivial facts that homo- 
morphisms preserve union-closedness a well as accessibility. 
Poset greedoids are in many respects the simplest antimatroids (cf. [6]). The 
following result shows that, on the other hand, every normal antimatroid can be 
generated from posets by homomorphisms. To display this construction, we need 
the following definitions. 
Let (E, . i )  be any antimatroid and a e E. A path with head a is a set A e .Y such 
that aeA and there exists no proper subset BCA,  Be  .Tsuch that aeB.  The paths 
in (E, .~3, ordered by inclusion, form the path poset greedoid P of (E, ,J). We call 
the mapping ,Z which assigns to each path its head the head map. 
3.2. Theorem. Every normal antimatroid (E, J )  is the homomorphic image of its 
path poset under the head map. 
Proof. First let Xe  .£ For each xeX,  let A x be a minimal feasible subset of X 
containing x. So A x is a path with head x. Let I be the set of all paths contained 
in X. Trivally, I is an ideal in the path poset. Furthermore, trivially X(I) c_ X and 
X(1) ~_z({Ax:XeX}) =X. 
So X = X(I). 
Second, let X=X(. f ), where . f is any ideal in the path poset. We claim that 
X= U.  ~; this will imply that Xe  .~ since . i is  union-closed. Obviously, Xc  [,.J.r. 
Conversely, let xe  [,.J.~. Then xeA,  for some path A e. ¢. Let B be a minimal 
feasible subset of A containing x, then B is a path with head x, and B e. t since, l 
is an ideal. So X = x(B) e X(. t ) = X. Thus X = [,,J. ~ as claimed. 
Our next result shows that the path poset greedoid yields in a sense a minimal 
representation of (E, .'f) as a homomorphic image of a poset greedoid. 
3.3. Theorem. Let (E, ,f) be a normal antimatroid, (P,,•) its path poset greedoid 
and (Q, I ) any other poset greedoid such that (E, J )  is a homomorphic image of 
(Q,  r). Then IPl_<lQI 
Proof. Let ~p :Q--*E be a homomorphism. Let A e P be a path with head a. By the 
definition of homomorphic image, there exists a Be .  t such that ¢p(B)=A. Let 
bAeB such that ¢P(bA)=a , and let B' be the ideal of Q generated by b A. Then 
B'c_ B and so ¢p(B')c_ ~0(B)= A. Further, a = ¢p(b A) e ~p(B'), A is a path with head a, 
so ~p(B')=A. Hence the mapping A~bA is an injection. This proves that 
iQI>!PI. D 
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Remarks. (1) This proof  yields the following somewhat more general result if 
4~: (E, ~)---,(E', . f ' )  is a homomorphism between two normal antimatroids, then for 
each path A '  with head a '  there exists a path A with head a such that O(A) =A' and 
~(a) =a ' .  (We are grateful to the referee for this remark.) 
(2) One would like to establish more connection between the structures of  P and 
Q. However, the following example shows that even if IPI = IQI, these posets may 
be non-isomorphic: The two posets in Fig. 2, when the elements z and z'  are 
identified, yield the same antimatroid (E, . i).  The first poset is the path poset of  
(E, . f)  but, of  course, the second is not. 
Z Z f Z 
F ig .  2 .  
Z I 
4. Ramsey resulls 
In [6] we have proved a generalization of  the famous Happy End Theorem of 
Erd6s and Szekeres for antimatroids. In this section we state a more general Ramsey 
type result. 
Let E = { 1 . . . . .  n } and 0_< a, b <_ n integers. We define a language : /on E such that 
x~...x,~ ~ if for all i with l<i<_k, either 
! (E -  {Xl . . . . .  x i -1})N {1,2 . . . . .  x~}l<-a 
or  
I (E -  {x~ ... . .  x, ~})n {x,,x~+ 1 .. . . .  n} l~b,  
i.e., xi is at most the ath element from below or the bth element from above in 
E -  {xt . . . . .  xi_ l }- We call (E, ~/) an (a, b)-path shelling greedoid and denote it by 
G(a, b, n). Trivially, G(a, b, n) is an antimatroid. 
Examples. (1) For a = b = 0 we get the greedoid in which every element is a dummy. 
(2) For a= 1 and b=0 we get the poset greedoid of  a chain. 
(3) For a= 1 and b= I we get the shelling of  a path (as a special case of  tree 
shellings). 
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(4) For a+b>n we get the free greedoid on E= {1 .. . . .  n}. 
(5) For a + b = n -  1 we get an antimatroid in which E itself is the only circuit. 
The circuits of  an (a, b)-path shelling greedoid are always nice, as the following 
lemma shows. 
4. I. Lemma. The circuits o f  G(a, b, n) are all sets X c_ E with I X I = a + b + 1. The root 
o f  such a circuit X is the (a + 1)st element f rom below. 
Proof .  We first show that every set Xc_E  with IXI =a+b is free. For, let X= 
{x~ .. . . .  xu-t,} with x l<  -.. <xu+t,. Then 
X'= E -  {x I. . . . .  xa, xu + 1 .. . . .  xa ~ t - l,xa÷ l . . . . .  xa~ 2 . . . . .  xu . t~} 
is feasible, and F(X ' )= X. Hencc X is free. Similarly, X = {x I . . . . .  xa~ l,+ i} with 
x~<. - -<xu+o+t  i snot  free, hence X is  a circuit with root xu~.  E3 
4.2. Corollary. The trace o f  G(a, b, n) on any m-element subset o f  E is again an 
(a, b)-path shelling greedoid G(a, b, m). 
This follows from the above lemma, since tracing preserves circuits and their 
roots, and the circuits with roots determine the antimatroid. We now state the main 
result of  this section. 
4.3. Theorem. There exits a funct ion f :  .,N --, N such that fo r  every antimatroid (E, . i )  
with IE[ >_f(n), there exists a set To_ E with I TI = n such that (T, .~-: T) is isomorphic 
to an (a, b)-path shelling greedoid G(a, b, n) fo r  some a, b>_O. 
Proof. Let R*t(n) denote the Ramsey function, i.e., let R~(n) be the least integer R 
such that if all k-subsets of  an R-set are t-colored, then there exists an n-subset all 
whose k-subsets have the same color. 
Define 
k+l  g(n)= max Rk+l(n) 
I~k<_n - I 
and 
f (n )  = R~(R2(R~( ... R~(g(n))...  ))). 
Let (E, ;~-) be an antimatroid with IEI =f(n) ;  label E= {1 .. . . .  f(n)}. Colour the 
free subset of  E red and the non-free subsets blue. Then by Ramsey's theorem there 
exists a set Sc_E with ISI =g(n) such that for every k with l<_k<n all k-sets in S 
have the same colour. If the n-sets in S are red (i.e. free), then let T be any n-set 
in S; we have that (T, . f :  T) is isomorphic to G(n,n,n).  
Suppose that the k-sets of  S are red, but the (k + 1)-subsets are blue for some 
1 < k < n. So every (k + l)-subset of  S is a circuit. Now, colour the (k + 1)-subsets of  
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S with coiour a (1 <_a<k+ 1) if the root of S is its (a+ 1)st element from below in 
the labelling. Then, again by Ramsey's theorem, S has a subset Twith [T I =n, such 
that all (k+ l)-subsets of T have the sam colour, say colour a. Then we have that 
(T, J :T )  is isomorphic to G(a,k-a,n),  since these two greedoids have the same 
circuits with the same roots. 
Remark. It wou ld  be desirable to extend this Ramsey  type result to general  
greedoids .  However ,  general  greedoids  are not c losed under  tracing.  We do not  
know if  o ther  appropr ia te  'minor '  operat ions  wou ld  yield interest ing Ramsey  
results. 
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